
   

  

  

 

Class 2 

Challenge:   Can you fill in the gaps to describe the strength of the sun during the competition?  In the story the 

author writes ‘the sun sent his rays down to the man’. The author repeats this phrase again and again to show the 

reader how easy it was to get the man to take his coat off, the verb sent suggests it took no effort at all – it was 

easy to do, but what if it was more difficult than that?   I’ve used adjectives, precise verbs and adverbs to show the 

reader just how strong the sun’s heat was. I haven’t just told the reader that the sun ‘sent’ the rays down, I’ve told 

them how he did it and have tried to describe just how hot those rays were. 

Remember to read on in the sentence to work out the missing word, and re read sentences to check that they 

make sense once you have chosen a word to fill the gap. 

The sun ____1____ down his ____2____ rays at the man and their heat warmed 

the air around him. The man became hotter and hotter. He took off his hat and 

scarf ____3____ but his coat stayed on. The ____4____ temperature continued. 

Soon it began to _____5______ his skin and it _____6_____ through his heavy 

coat.  The sun carried on aiming his ____7_____ heat at the man to ___8____ 

him more.  Rays _____9______ on the sun’s poor victim until he began to 

_____________ overheat.  He removed his coat. 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

  1  . shot   2. hot   3.  slowly     4. blazing    5. warm       6. went 

      sent            burning      carefully           hot                      scorch  burned 

      zoomed     fiery      quickly         scorching       bake             soaked 

 

 

7. deadly  8. roast  9.  floated down  10. completely 

    burning     heat                  went          really 

    fierce                      bake                  rained down        totally 
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Spelling Rules –  

How does each suffix change the spelling of the root word? 

hot   -    hotter   -  hottest  (the vowel at the end of hot is doubled because  it   

                                                           is a short sound and  has only one consonant after it) 

strong   -     stronger     -    strongest  (no change because the short ‘o’      

                                                                                    has the two  consonants  after it.) 

angry   -     angrier     -    angriest  (the end’ y’ changes to an ‘i’) 

Can you remember what happened to words ending in ‘e’? 
I have given you a fortune teller to make to help you practise this.  Find it on an 

extra sheet.  If you don’t have a printer, you could collect one from school or 

follow the instructions to make your own to look like mine. 

 


